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Notice to Agent is Notice to Principal; Notice to Principal is Notice to Agent.
Dear Ms. Gomes,
As a former high energy physicist from the University of Oxford and as an expert investigator, I am writing
to inform you in your official function as member of the European Parliament, as member of the LIBE and
SEDE Committees and as member of the Delegation for relations with the US, of large scale crimes
against humanity and a covert genocide being committed against the civilian population in Europe that
require immediate action by your Committees and the European Parliament, namely, large-scale
1. extermination of the European population with Directed Energy Weapons,
2. non-consensual covert programs to implant the civilian population with microchips for remote-controlled
torture, rape and murder, which has been conducted for the past 3 decades and has been so successful
that the at least 30-50% of the civilian population is already implanted without their knowledge,
3. neurotechnology attacks with advanced weapons systems that utilise a combination of non-consensual
implants, nanotechnology (for example "smart dust") and Directed Energy Weapons to achieve widespread neurological control and manipulation of the population.
After investigating these crimes for 3 years, I have started an international collection of court-actionable
affidavits a few months ago. These affidavits are made under oath and with a Statement of Truth that is
signed and witnessed by a person entitled to administer oaths. These affidavits thus form an indelible
record of the crimes an can be used for litigation immediately. They can be found here:
https://jointinvestigation.org/appeals/international-affidavits/
I attach the summary from the very first 15 affidavits that have been submitted. There are many more that
are being prepared and are close to submission, so this is just the first glimpse into crimes that are known
to affect several million people. What is already revealed by these affidavits is the existence of a global
terror and extermination program that is for a life-sentence for victims and has the death of the victim as
its goal. Throughout the extremely brutal and sadistic assaults that the victims suffer, they have modern
weapons tested on their bodies, are subjected to sadistic Nazi-style human experimentation and have
their life, personal relationships and income systematically destroyed.
I also would like to stress that these targeting programs are being investigated by the top Intelligence
Agency whistleblowers, expert scientists and leading researchers in Europe and North America. They
have uncovered that these programs involve
Stasi style terror stalking and frequent housebreaking by the respective Domestic Intelligence
Agencies, such as MI5, and private contractors, such as Lockheed Martin, in every country,
fake "terror watchlists" that even single mothers, disabled people and children are placed on to
justify their torture in Nazi-style human experimentation and their neurological disintegration for the
Human Brain Project,
gunning of people in their own homes and in their beds at night by the NATO Space Command
and US Space Command using high-precision Directed Energy Weapons mounted on satellites
firing Pulsed Energy Projectiles into the homes using the fact that these electromagnetic projectiles
pass through the roof, walls and even sheet metal without being stopped,
gunning of car drivers and pedestrians in the streets of all cities of Europe and the US using
Directed Energy Weapons hidden in modified cars,
remote-control of non-consensual covert chip implants in the population using the
telecommunication system (including frequent daily rape of victims and particularly sadistic rape of
women and children).
These horrific Nazi-style crimes are part of published (!) global genocide plans that can be found on the
website of a private Intelligence Agency that is monitoring global weapons sales. According to the
genocide plans, many million people are to be murdered in every European country within the next 6
years. This can be seen by comparing the population numbers in 2017 to the "Forecast 2025" in each
country file, see for example

US (227 million people to be murdered):
http://www.deagel.com/country/United-States-of-America_c0001.aspx
UK (51 million people to be murdered):
http://www.deagel.com/country/United-Kingdom_c0209.aspx
Germany (53 million people to be murdered)
http://www.deagel.com/country/Germany_c0078.aspx
Belgium (3 million people to be murdered)
http://www.deagel.com/country/Belgium_c0021.aspx
The perpetrators are the leadership of the military and the Intelligence Agencies in Europe and the US. It
is also known that Heads of State are involved with one European Head of State having been reported to
refer to it as "The Great Culling" as a well-known fact. They need to be prosecuted to stop this horrific
criminality that we have not seen in Europe since Nazi Germany in World War 2.
In the case of crimes against humanity and genocide, every parliamentarian and every law enforcement
agency in Europe has a statutory duty to act. With this, I request that you make the investigation and
prosecution of these crimes the main agenda point of the LIBE and SEDE Committee and begin to
coordinate the shutting down of the criminals with the US delegates. The NATO Space Command is
under the leadership of a US Air Force general, General Harrigian. He refuses to acknowledge or respect
legal demands to Cease and Desist. The man is an out of control war criminal who is murdering the
European population. Thus, it is also the duty of the Americans to shut these criminals down.
I also would like to testify at this point that I started being assaulted by Directed Energy Weapons around
the clock in 2016, which continues to this day, such that I am writing these lines with non-stop highintensity Pulsed Energy Projectiles from Directed Energy gunning my body as I am sitting at my desk. I
measured these assaults and proved the existence of the non-consensual implants in my body several
different scientific ways and also have the measurement from a university in Belgium showing radiofrequency emissions coming from my body in a frequency range that is very close to the one used by the
mobile phone telecommunication systems. In spring/summer 2016, I litigated against British Intelligence
in relation to these crimes in the case
Dr. Katherine Horton v SIS (MI6), MI5, GCHQ [2016] EWHC 2095 (QB)
During the litigation, MI6 tried to murder me in Switzerland and when the assassination attempt did not
succeed, MI6 used Swiss Intelligence and NATO satellite weapons to step up the Directed Energy
Weapons attacks on me in retaliation such that the litigation had to be terminated because I was not fit to
conduct the trial.
During the past 3 years of my torture, I have submitted countless Cease and Desist requests to all of
British, German and Swiss Intelligence. They have not just refused to stop the maiming of my body but
they also retaliated with ever more brutal attacks on me and my family.
At this point, all my rights including my right to life, my right to privacy, my right to property and my right to
my body and my health have been violated in a premeditated fashion continuously with physical attacks
at a frequency that ranges from every few minutes to every few seconds combined with non-stop body
implant torture and multiple counts of rape per day.
It is your direct legal responsibility to assist me and victims like me to shut these criminals down
immediately.
Please take immediate steps with the LIBE and SEDE Committees to submit the already published
affidavits, which you can find in the link below and summarised in my analysis attached here, convene a
session to hear testimonies from the victims and to initiate all necessary steps with the European
Parliament to have these crimes shut down and the neo-Nazi criminals arrested.
Please also acknowledge receipt of this information as this notice is going to be used in litigation.
Yours sincerely,
Dr. Katherine Horton
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